Abstract. This paper describes a particular knowledge acquisition tool for the construction and maintenance of the knowledge model of an intelligent system for emergency management in the field of hydrology. This tool has been developed following an innovative approach directed to end-users non familiarized in computer oriented terminology. According to this approach, the tool is conceived as a document processor specialized in a particular domain (hydrology) in such a way that the whole knowledge model is viewed by the user as an electronic document. The paper first describes the characteristics of the knowledge model of the intelligent system and summarizes the problems that we found during the development and maintenance of such type of model. Then, the paper describes the KATS tool, a software application that we have designed to help in this task to be used by users who are not experts in computer programming. Finally, the paper shows a comparison between KATS and other approaches for knowledge acquisition.
Introduction
Knowledge acquisition is a key issue in the development of intelligent systems. Despite that the advances in this field of knowledge acquisition the last years have significantly improved the way to perform this task with useful resources and tools, the current experience shows that there is still an important gap between the way endusers describe their expertise and the type of communication followed by existing tools. In particular, this issue has received recently special attention from AI researchers in the context of web-based applications. Thus, the need of knowledge development tools usable by non-experts in knowledge engineering has been recently underlined within the semantic web context as one of the challenges for the twentyfirst century AI research [15] .
In particular, this problem is especially significant when the complexity of the knowledge model of an intelligent system is high due to the presence of more than one complex tasks (e.g. diagnosis, prediction, configuration) each one with its particular knowledge organization. In this case, the difficulty of development and maintenance of the knowledge model increases because, among other reasons, it requires using different symbolic languages for representation of local knowledge bases and they present important dependences that need to be considered to guarantee the consistency of the global model.
According to this need, this paper presents a contribution in this direction based on our recent experience in the development and maintenance of a complex real-world model for an intelligent system called SAIDA in the domain of emergency management in hydrology. This paper first describes a summary of the SAIDA system and its knowledge model to show the problems that we found in the development and maintenance of SAIDA models. Then, the paper describes a particular software tool called KATS (Knowledge Acquisition Tool for SAIDAModels) that we designed to facilitate the development of hydrologic models for SAIDA. This tool presents an innovative approach that considers the knowledge model as an electronic document. The paper describes the characteristics of such a document and how it is processed by KATS to serve as knowledge model of SAIDA. Finally, the paper presents a comparison between KATS and other types of existing knowledge acquisition tools.
General view of the knowledge model for decision support
This section summarizes the characteristics of the knowledge model of the SAIDA system, which was developed to provide assistance in making decisions about hydraulic actions during floods. The SAIDA (Spanish acronym for Intelligent Agents Society for Decision-making during Floods) system is a computerized system based on artificial intelligence techniques that provides assistance in flash flood situations for basin control centers [8; 22; 20] . The system was developed in a project developed during more than three years promoted by the Spanish Ministry of the Environment with the purpose of having it installed and used in connection with the information hydrologic systems in several Spanish basins. SAIDA receives as input the available data provided by sensors about discharge, water level and rainfall at different locations in the river basin. The answers are produced with time constraints and the conclusions are justified at a reasonable level of abstraction given that the operator must take the final responsibility of decisions. SAIDA provides answers to the following types of questions: (1) what is happening? (2) what may happen in the future?, and (3) what can be done?. With SAIDA he operator can quickly understand the current situation, identify the main problems that have to be solved and is briefed on the actions that could be taken to reduce the problems and minimize the risks.
The design of the SAIDA knowledge base followed a model-based approach with which different problem-solving methods were used as building blocks to perform the different tasks. To implement such a model, the KSM environment was used [7] following and a methodology that use and extend some concepts that are present in methodologies such a CommonKADS [23] . SAIDA also followed a multiagent approach to facilitate the development of the complex knowledge base. Figure 2 shows the basic structure of the knowledge model of SAIDA according to the three main tasks provided by the system: (1) evaluation, (2) prediction and (3) recommendation. Each task is performed by the corresponding problem-solving methods (details can be found in [20] ).
The distributed nature of the decisions and the spatial location of certain components makes very appropriate using the multiagent approach as a complementary design approach to organize the knowledge model. Within each type of agent, the knowledge bases were adequately organized and implemented by using additional modular approaches. According to different types of decisions, we identified four types of agents: (1) hydraulic agents that are responsible to give answers about the behavior of the physical process, (2) problem detection agents, responsible of evaluating the flood risk in a particular geographical area, (3) reservoir management agents, which contain criteria for exploitation strategy for each reservoir, and (4) civil protection agents, responsible to provide with resources of different types according to the needs of the problem detection agents. For each type of agent, there are several instances according to the geography of the river basin. The main three tasks (evaluation, prediction and recommendation) were distributed among the different agents, in such a way that they communicate partial results to complete their individual goals. A model for a particular river basin is constructed formulating a set of knowledge bases. Figure 2 shows a summary of a complete model for the case of a river basin in Spain (the Júcar river basin). This includes a total of 23 agents, one for each specific decision point at certain location in the river basin depending on its nature (problem area, reservoir, river channel or protection). For each agent, there is a set of types of knowledge bases, each one with its particular language representation, with a total of 143 knowledge bases. According to the previous description, the characteristics of a knowledge model for hydrologic decision presents a significant complexity, which is inherent to the physical phenomena in which the decision is based. The following list summarizes the problems reported by users that were responsible of model construction:
• Dimension and complexity. the knowledge model presents a high level of complexity with different interrelated types of knowledge for different purposes (e.g., 143 KBs for the Júcar river model).
• Heterogeneity of symbolic representation. Each type of knowledge base has its own symbolic representation (frames, rules, uncertainty, temporal and spatial dimensions, etc.). Despite they are based on natural and declarative representation, this factor increases the difficulty of understanding the complete model.
• Low level of certain representations. For certain types of knowledge, civil engineers use certain common sense usual in their professional area, but the corresponding knowledge base may use low level representations to represent such a knowledge with excessive detail about implicit terms that makes the model more artificial and difficult to understand.
• Abstract computer-oriented terminology. The SAIDA model follows a general methodology based on the KSM tool. This introduces an additional terminology closer to information processing, different from hydrology, that sometimes is too abstract for end-users and increases the difficulty to understand the complete model.
• Consistency between modules. The model presents a distributed organization of knowledge, following a multiagent architecture and, for each agent there is a set of knowledge bases with different inference procedures. This modular organization makes easier to understand and validate parts of the whole model but, still, sometimes it is difficult anticipate the dependencies between such modules in order to keep the global consistency.
• False idea of procedural representation. The edition of the content of knowledge bases uses text processors with the corresponding language for each case. We found that this may give the false idea that the user writes a kind of procedure (following a conventional programming style) instead of a set of expertise criteria with a declarative approach with more freedom to add or remove sentences.
• Different procedures for knowledge acquisition. Another problem is that the user must combine different non-integrated software tools to cope with different sources of knowledge. Thus, for example, certain knowledge can be manually represented using symbolic formalisms, but another type of knowledge can be learned with machine learning procedures.
• Low level of guidance. The user has the possibility of editing and modifying any part of the model with certain freedom. However, this freedom should be complemented with certain guidance in the model development, to suggest to the developer about what are the next steps to be done.
KATS: A Knowledge Acquisition Tool for SAIDA Models
In order to give an answer to the previous needs, we have designed and built a software tool called KATS that assists developers in the construction of hydrologic models for the SAIDA system. One of the most innovative characteristics of this tool is the user view of the knowledge model. We have applied the principles that we describe in [21] . According to them, the user perceives the whole knowledge model as an electronic document. This approach contrasts with the extended approach followed by knowledge acquisition tools that considers the user interface as a set of canned windows representing forms that must be filled by the user, together with a set of warning and help windows that supervise the process and guide the user. On the contrary, the basic idea in KATS is that when the user creates/maintains a knowledge model, she/he reads and writes a document in the same way that reads and writes a conventional document using standard text processors. A document is an entity very familiar to persons non specialized in computer science, so this a natural media to formulate the content of a model and it has been assumed and extended in the context of web-based applications with electronic features (hyper-links, multimedia, etc.
).
The following sections analyze (1) the characteristics of the electronic document that describes to the complete knowledge model, and (2) the software tool that allows the user to consult and modify the electronic document.
The Electronic Document to Describe the Knowledge Model
The document is considered like a manual that describes problem solving methods for decision making procedures based on certain expertise. To satisfy the needs described in this paper, this document must accomplish the following three basic requirements:
• Human understandability. The content of the document must be totally comprehensible by users non-experts in computer science. A way to guarantee this assumption is that the complete set of procedures described by the document should be able to be performed manually by a user specialized in the domain of the problem.
• Computer understandability. The content of the document must be also comprehensible by computer programs that, based on this content, automatically perform the decision making procedures for which the knowledge based system has been designed.
• Dynamic content. The content of the document must be able to be modified by the user. For this purpose, in a document we consider three types of parts: (1) static, that describe prefixed areas assumed by computer programs that manipulate the document, (2) user, dynamic areas that can be edited and modified by users, and (3) automatic, dynamic areas that are automatically generated by programs that process the information provided by the user.
In order to accomplish the requirement for human understandability, it is important that the document presents a structure with the different issues about the problem that need to be understood by persons. For this purpose, we consider the categories of knowledge established by knowledge engineering methodologies and tools (for instance, CommonKADS [23] , KSM [7] , etc.). In addition to that, we distribute the domain knowledge and we add complementary views at different levels of abstraction to facilitate global views of the model (a description of the general format can be found at [21] ). To be complete, the content of the document includes both inference (problem-solving) and domain knowledge. Normally, with a few exceptions, the static areas correspond to user-oriented descriptions about inference procedures, the userdynamic areas correspond to domain knowledge and the automatic-dynamic areas correspond with complementary and global views of domain knowledge. Figure 3 shows a general view of the electronic document and its different parts.
An important factor to make the document understandable by humans is that the type of symbolic formalism used to represent domain knowledge must be familiar to persons non-expert in computers. Thus, instead of including in the text descriptions of algorithms and/or low level symbolic representations, the document must follow natural representations such as text (natural language) descriptions, tables, mathematical notation, graphics, etc. typically used in the professional domain of the problem. In the particular case of the KATS tool we used a set of what we call document representation resources that include common communication elements and others more familiar to professionals of hydrology (figure 4). This set of resources are presented uniformly in the electronic document together with the static information. 
Representation resources Descriptions

Explicit term description
Formatted text paragraph to describe explicitly a concept, an attribute of a concept or a relation between concepts.
Paragraph
Implicit term definition
Formatted text paragraph to define implicitly a set of instances of a class, a set of attributes of a concept or a set of relations (for instance, there is a path for every pair node-destination connected through the relation down-stream).
Simple formula
Formula with arithmetic operators (+,-,/,*) and/or standard functions (sin(x), cos(x), etc.). The formula can be defined either for the attribute of a particular concept (specific) or for the attribute of a class (general). Formula
Iterative formula
Formula that is defined using an iteration (summatory Σ, productory Π, etc) on a set (or sets) of reference that is explicitly formulated in a table or implicitly defined in an attribute whose content is a list of values.
Table of instances
Table to define particular instances of a class (e.g. the instances of reservoir in the domain of hydrology) with specific values for certain attributes (e.g., volume of each particular reservoir, etc.). Table that shows a set of types of relations between variables that are causes and variables that are effects. This is especially useful to formulate bayesian causal models in the domain of hydrology.
Decision table
Qualitative number line
A set of consecutive segments on a line with linguistic labels to describe a qualitative interpretation of a quantitative dimension.
Graph of relations
Graph with nodes that represent concepts and arcs that represent relations. This is useful to present a global image of the relations between a set of instances.
Graphic
Graph of processes
Graph with nodes that represent components and measure points, and arcs that represent flows. This is useful to formulate a model of the structure and behavior of a river basin. 
The Software Tool for Document Processing
The knowledge acquisition tool is considered as a specialized electronic document processor, i.e. a text processor specialized in the domain of SAIDA (hydrology) that allows the user to write the knowledge base as an electronic document (figure 5). The tool provides the following services: (1) user interaction to present the document to the user (with the corresponding representation resources) with facilities to modify the content, (2) consistency checking to guarantee the consistency of the model applying both syntax and semantic validation (the semantic validation is based on the processor specialization in the domain knowledge), (3) development assistance, to suggest what are the next steps to be done during the model construction , (4) changes propagation, to produce complementary views of the model, and (5) document translation, to generate operational versions of the document using symbolic languages (rules, frames, bayesian networks, logic clauses, etc.) to be processed by the intelligent system SAIDA. Concerning the user interaction service supported by the tool, KATS provides a set of editing facilities to allow the user to modify each particular part of the document. The design of the user interface of KATS has been based on certain standards followed by the most extended text processors, so that it can be very familiar to persons and, consequently, easy to learn to use. The main window shows an image of the document as it is perceived by the user. Together with this, there is a set of editing facilities that are sensible to the part of the document to be modified. Thus when the user desires to change a dynamic part of the document, she or he clicks directly on it and automatically a specialized editor window is presented. This particular window depends on the type of content in such a way that, for example, if a text paragraph for attributes is selected, an editor for attributes is presented. This editor allows to describe an attribute by selecting and completing prefixed natural language sentences. Similarly, if a decision table is selected, a specialized editor for decision tables is presented. Each particular type of presentation resource has its own editing facility. The window of each particular editing facility has the same appearance that the corresponding part presents in the document, together with certain buttons and resources for manipulation. Figure 6 shows examples of windows corresponding to editing facilities provided by KATS.
This idea of context-sensitive specialized editors is already present in conventional text processors, for example to modify the head of a document, a table or a formula. However, the KATS approach considers that these specialized editors are not only based on a syntax approach but their contents are interrelated to build local knowledge bases (e.g., a decision table only includes variables that where previously defined as attributes of concepts).
The services provided by KATS for development assistance and consistency checking are oriented to provide guidance to the user in order to know what is the next step (or remaining steps) to be done during the creation/modification of the knowledge model and guarantee that the model is complete and correct to be processed by SAIDA. For this purpose, we distinguish between local and global guidance. The local guidance is provided by each editing facility. For instance, the editor for a decision table helps the user to select appropriate elements for the table according certain construction requirements. Here, the editor uses the existing elements already present in the knowledge base to constraint the alternatives to be written by the user, which eliminates the possibility to write wrong information. For example, the editor for a decision table allows the user to write only existing concepts/attributes by selecting them in the corresponding menus, and also avoid to write autoreferenced sentences removing candidate attributes in the corresponding selection lists of menus. This editor also checks the logical expressions for attributes to be consistent with the allowed values.
The global guidance is especially useful for the construction of complex knowledge models. In KATS, the global guidance is based on what we call model requirements, i.e. affirmations about the form of the knowledge model that can be evaluated to check to what extend the model is complete. This is a kind of metaknowledge and can be either prefixed by the knowledge based system (hard model requirements) or formulated by the user (soft model requirements). The hard requirements correspond to the minimum conditions that the model written by the user must satisfy to be operational (for instance, there must be at least an instance of pluviometer or there must be a decision table for the attribute risk-level for each reservoir).
The soft requirements depend on the particular model in a particular domain. We have designed a symbolic language for KATS with which the user may express in advance a set of global sentences about soft requirements. These sentences are referred to the presentation resources perceived by the user (e.g., concepts, decision tables, formula, diagrams, etc.). Figure 7 shows some examples of sentences (translated to English) that the user can write for this purpose. The KATS tool uses these sentences to inform to the user to what extend the model is complete. The sentences based on a quantitative reference (e.g. number of instances) allow to inform about the percentage of completion. The user may write this type of sentences with the help of a particular editor that presents the alternative options with the syntax details.
Fig. 6. Examples of editing facilities for different parts of the document
The service of change propagation provided by KATS is very useful for the construction and maintenance of complex knowledge models. With this service, when the user modifies certain part of the document, KATS automatically creates or changes other related parts of the document. Normally, these parts correspond to complementary views of the model that facilitate a better comprehension of the model. For example, the complementary views may correspond to a summary of certain elements that show a global view of certain part of the model. Other examples of complementary views are: cross references, glossaries of terms, etc.
Finally, the fifth service provided by KATS is document translation. In order to be operational (understandable by programs) the content of the document is translated by KATS to conventional symbolic structures to be manipulated by SAIDA. Thus, the changes in the document performed by the user with the help of KATS, modify the knowledge base of SAIDA and, consequently, its problem solving behavior. Basically, KATS translates the representation resources of the document in the following way: (1) paragraphs for term description, graphs for relations, number lines, tables of instances and paragraphs for instances are translated to hierarchies of classes, subclasses with attributes and values and also the set of agents (2) formulas and iterative formulas are translated to functional expressions with temporal extensions, (3) decision tables are translated to rules and frame-like patterns, (4) tables of causal relations are translated to models based on bayesian networks, (5) graph of processes are translated to a temporal causal network.
Format of sentence Examples
Number of instances of reservoir equal to 10 Number of instances of <class> [greater than, less than, equal to] <number> Number of instances of pluviometer greater to 5
For every basin where number-of-curve is known a particular value for area must be known In certain cases the correspondence of the number of elements defined in the document in respect to the number of elements in the SAIDA knowledge base is not one-to-one but one-to-many. This means that the length of the document is normally significantly smaller compared to the length of the SAIDA knowledge base. This situation is present, for example, in the following cases: (1) a single paragraph that defines implicitly a set of instances is translated into the corresponding number of instances, (2) a general formula that is defined with an iterative definition is translated into a set of formulas with the corresponding particularization, (3) the definition of a particular attribute for a physical magnitude (e.g., flow) is translated into several specific attributes corresponding to different views (with different time steps and different levels of abstraction), etc.
Discussion
This section presents a comparison of the existing approaches of knowledge acquisition tools with KATS. The comparison includes three types of the most advanced software tools for knowledge modeling: (1) method-based knowledge acquisition tools, (2) general knowledge modeling tools, and (3) ontology management tools.
The category of method-based knowledge acquisition tools includes a type of software tool that assists in the development of a knowledge-based system for a prefixed kind of task and problem-solving method. Examples of such tools are MORE [10] for diagnosis systems with the cover-and-differentiate method, or SALT [18] for design systems with the propose-and-revise method. This category also includes other more specific tools in certain domains such as SIRAH [1] for prediction tasks in hydrology. The advantages of method-based knowledge acquisition tools are derived from the fact that the organization of the knowledge is prefixed, so they have a good level of support for model construction and efficiency in the generation of the operational version. However the range of applicability is significant lower than other approaches. This category of tool is very similar to the case of KATS because KATS is a software tool oriented to help in building and maintaining the knowledge base of SAIDA which has a prefixed knowledge organization for a particular set of problem solving methods.
The main difference between KATS and the traditional approach of method-based knowledge acquisition tools is the user interface. With the second approach, normally, the user receives a kind of data-base perception of the knowledge model, i.e. a limited perception of the model mainly focused on domain knowledge that is presented as a kind of data base that is written with the help of prefixed windows. This approach is useful when the knowledge base presents low level of complexity. However when the complexity is higher (as it is the case of SAIDA that includes a number of problem-solving methods for different complex tasks, such as diagnosis, prediction and configuration, with different symbolic representations together with a multiagent organization) this approach does not guarantee that the user has an adequate uniform and global understanding and consequently an appropriate guidance to successfully create and maintain the models. On the contrary, the approach followed by KATS provides a document perception of the knowledge model, i.e. the model is presented as a document that brings together both inference and domain knowledge and could serves as complete documentation to perform manually the different tasks. This uniform and familiar way of presenting a knowledge model, with the corresponding editing facilities provided by KATS based on standards of text processors, make easier a complete understanding of the model.
The category of general knowledge modeling tools includes a type software tool that assists to the developer in the application of a modeling methodology. For example, MIKE [2] follows the KADS methodology [23] and allows a partial validation of the knowledge model using a computational language, KARL [12] . Other approaches such as KREST [17] or KSM [7] also follow a modeling methodology somehow similar to KADS but, in addition to that, they produce the final operational version using preprogrammed constructs. Another interesting approach derived from the EXPECT system, takes advantage of the explicit representation of problem-solving methods to guide the knowledge acquisition process [4] . The knowledge modeling tools are more general compared to the previous approach because the developer can formulate any kind of problem solving method. However they introduce certain abstract terminology that can be difficult to be understood by users non-programmers. Thus, the KATS tool is less general but is closer to the user language which is important when the complexity of the model is high. However, although the specific KATS tool is particular for hydrologic models, the principles of design followed in the construction of KATS are general and it can be reused for the development of other tools in different domains. In addition to that, certain components (such as the editing facilities) can be supported by programs whose code can be reused for the development of other tools.
The category of ontology management tools has been developed within the field of knowledge sharing and reuse, especially in the context of Internet. Examples of these tools are Protégé-2000 [13] , WebOnto [9] , OntoSaurus [16], Ontolingua/Chimaera [11] , [19] . In general, these tools are easier to be operated by users who are not expert in programming, compared to the knowledge modeling tools. They also provide an interesting solution to the need of having certain professional common sense, by reusing standard ontologies that have been previously formulated in different domains. In addition to that, they provide certain advanced services that facilitate knowledge sharing such as cooperative construction, merging assistance or internationalization. However, they follow general standard knowledge representations (frames, relations, etc.) that can be limited in certain complex domains such as the case of hydrology presented in this paper. KATS, which is less general than these tools, uses more specific knowledge representations and inference procedures more appropriate for the tasks performed by SAIDA. In addition to that, KATS also is able to show the role that the different parts of the knowledge model plays in the model, which can be useful to better understand the model.
Besides the previous comparison with different types of knowledge acquisition tools, it is interesting to relate KATS with the concept of semantic web [3] . The semantic web approach is oriented to have electronic web documents that are not only understandable by persons by also by programs using standard ontologies [14] that establish certain common meaning about the potential content of documents. This idea is similar to KATS in the sense that both use the concept of document that should be understandable by humans and machines. However, the idea in semantic web establishes that programs are able to understand the kind of information in the document but not the information itself, for any kind of document. On the contrary, the approach followed by KATS, that is less general because it is limited to documents that represent knowledge models, understands the content of the document in the sense that certain parts of it are translated to symbolic representations that serve as knowledge bases of intelligent systems.
Conclusions
In summary, this paper presents the knowledge acquisition tool KATS that shows an innovative approach to improve knowledge acquisition and model maintenance of intelligent systems. In contrast to the traditional knowledge acquisition tools based on conventional user interfaces, we propose the idea of electronic document as basic media for knowledge acquisition. Under this approach, the knowledge acquisition tool is like an electronic document processor that allows the end user to read/write large and complex knowledge bases with automatic assistance (consistency checking, guidance, etc.).
KATS has been developed our group to serve as a knowledge acquisition tool to help users in building and maintaining the complex knowledge model of the SAIDA system. SAIDA is a decision-making tool that operates in the domain of emergency management in hydrology. SAIDA follows a knowledge-based multiagent approach with several symbolic representations and with, for example, 143 knowledge bases in a particular case. The first version of the KATS tool is now under evaluation by endusers specialized in the domain of hydrology.
It is important to note that the approach followed by KATS can be generalized to the construction of other knowledge acquisition tools in different domains. In particular, we are now applying this approach for the development of a new knowledge acquisition tool in the domain of transport management. For this purpose, we have reused not only the design concept of KATS but also certain programming libraries (for example, editing facilities for document representation resources).
